The 7th(2014) China Energy & Environment Summit
(CEES) Draft

Agenda

Theme: Green Development, the Global Dream—the Initial release of the Blue Book
‘Green Development, the Global Dream’; urban ash haze control and hybrid electric
vehicles; the green industry and enterprise development; international cooperation on
new green technologies

I. Time and place
Time: early November, 2014 (due 8th and 9th)
Place: Three O’clock Conference Center of Xiedao International Exhibition Center in
Beijing, China. (Conference rooms, exhibition halls, accommodation, restaurants, hot
spring, fitness equipment, tourist services and other holiday entertainments are
available at the center for a number of 250 guests.)

II. Organizations of CEES 2014
Joint sponsors:
China Energy and Environment Research Center
National Center for Climate Change Strategy and International Cooperation,NDRC
China-Beijing Environmental Exchange (CBEEX)
China Economic Press
Co-sponsors:
Lexus China along with other Fortune 500 Enterprises
Supporting organizations:
Joint initiators of “Bai-Qian-Wan-Wan” Activity Plan of China Energy and
Environment, including Department of Resource Conservation and Environment
Protection of National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC), Department
of New & Renewable Energy of National Energy Administration; University of
International Business and Economics (UIBE), the State Information Center, Institute
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of International Economy of UIBE; Strategy Bureau of the Department of Climate
Change, NDRC; Department of International Cooperation of China’s Ministry of
Science and Technology (MOST)
Organizer:
Consulting (Beijing) Center of CEES
Organizing

Committee

of

CEES

2014/

Specialist

Steering Group

of

‘Bai-Qian-Wan-Wan’ Activity Plan of China Energy and Environment;
Secretariat of the Organizing Committee/ Office of the Specialist Steering
Group:
General Affairs Department, Public Relations Departments A and B, Coordination
Department of the Green Product Market, Editorial Department of Proceedings (the
Blue Book), Publicity and Promotion Department, Financial Department and
Research Department

III. Agenda

The 7th China Energy & Environment Summit
Time: November 8th-9th, 2014

Place: Three O’clock Conference Center of Xiedao

International Exhibition Center in Beijing, China.

Registration

November
7th

Place: Xiedao International Exhibition Center in Beijing, China

Opening Ceremony—Green Development ，the Global Dream
Time：9:15-11:50am, November 8th
Place: Three O’clock Conference Center of Xiedao International Exhibition
center in Beijing, China.
Agenda：
1. The important guests who attend the meeting will have a discussion
before the summit.
2. A moderator will introduce the distinguished guests and express
gratitude to co-sponsors
3. Openning address:
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Leaders from‘Bai-Qian-Wan-Wan’ Activity Plan of China Energy and
Environment
LI Junfeng, Director of National Climate Change Strategy Research
and International Cooperation Center
4.Green development: Strategic choice for the ‘Chinese dream’
A Vice director
9:15-10:45

from the National Development and Reform

Commission

Moderator：

5.The prospect, mission, and appropriate strategy and framework of

one leader from

space energy

‘Bai-Qian-Wan

Abdul Kalam, Former President of the Republic of India, the world

-Wan’ Activity

famous space scientist

Plan of China

6. Distinguished guests will unveil the Blue Book Green Development，

Energy and

the Global Dream (published by Chinese Economy Press ) at the

Environment

initial release.
The Hon. Present leaders; ZHANG Shouying, Director of the Thoery
Edition of People’s Daily; QIAO Weibing, Deputy editor-in-chief
of Chinese Economy Press, etc.
7. The development prospect of new and renewable energy in China
and the world
SHI Lishan,

Director of New and Renewable Energy Department

of National Energy Administration
10:45-11:00

Tea Break

11:00-12:00
Moderator：

Main partners share their achievements （ in forms of video
one leader from playing and discussion）
‘Bai-Qian-Wan

1. Green industry and enterprise development

-Wan’ Activity

2. Ash haze pollution control and hybrid vehicles

Plan of China

3. International cooperation on new green technologies

Energy and
Environment
12:00-13:30

Lunch gathering：Nong Nong Ji Restaurant
Fete：Fu Gui Ge·Bangkok

Air Pollution Control and Hybrid Electric Vehicles
Time：14:00-17:00 pm November 8th
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Place：Three O’clock Conference Center of Xiedao International Exhibition
Center in Beijing, China.
Moderator：
Green development, haze pollution elimination, fighting ash haze and the construction
of a beautiful China are the new goals of ecological civilization construction set by the 18 th
People’s Congress and the new central collective leadership and the central government.
Latent crisis is hidden behind haze pollution, which at the same time gives us a wake-up
call. National leaders point out that we should persevere with environmental protection for
the people, deal with ash haze to further drive pollution prevention and control, keep
developing new green energy, and adhere to the course of sustainable development. Green
and low carbon transformation, energy conservation and emissions reduction is the only
effective path of development.
Automobile exhaust is one of the main causes of urban haze. Hybrid vehicles perform
as well as, if not better than ordinary vehicles in terms of motor ability, cruising ability and
price besides saving as much as 40%-50% of the energy. They also enjoy a better market
prospect than pure electric vehicles. Authoritative interpretation and in-depth analysis of
China's hybrid and electric vehicle policy and trend will be presented at this Summit.
Senior leadership of national ministries and commissions, Beijing municipal government
and other authoritative institutions will be present. Policy makers will interpret existing
policies and the future trend of related policies at the Summit. A number of first-tier
domestic auto manufacturers, more than 30 domestic financial institutions, over 200
high-level guests will gather to extend the hybrid vehicle commercial network initiate
cooperative projects on-site.
1. keynote speeches
1) The main factors of haze pollution and the policies & proposals for its
control
DU Shaozhong, President of Green Fiannce Association of Beijing, President
of Environmental Science Academy
2)The technology，policy and prospect of hybrid electric vehicles
DONG Yang, Vice President and Secretary General of China Automotive
Industry Association
3) Hybrid vehicle’s

effect on consumers’ behavior

LANG Lixin ,Vice President of LEXUS China
4)The new direction for the development of technologies in the automobile
industry
LU Jichuan, Vice President of Management Science Academy of China
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5)The prospect of green transport
QIN Jianguo, Senior engineer of Planning Research Institute, Ministry of
Transport
6) Others

2. Summit dialogue：New energy automobiles and financial measures to tackle air
Pollution
Issues：The positive effect on controlling ash haze pollution driven by the development and
use of new energy and hybrid vehicles, the latest corresponding policies to promote

air pollution control in the financial industry, the development of energy
conservation and environmental protection industry.
DU Shaozhong, President of Green Finance Association of Beijing, President of
Environmental Science Academy
DONG Yang, Vice President and Secretary General of China Automotive Industry
Association
LANG Lixin, Vice President of LEXUS China
LU Jichuan, Vice President of Management Science Academy of China
A Leader or specialist of State Information Center

Sub-Summit: Green Industry and Enterprise Development
Time: 9:00-12:00, November 9th

2014

Place: Three O’clock Conference Center of Xiedao
International Exhibition Center in Beijing, China
Moderator:
Green economy is the main content of green development. There are suggestions to
promote development in a more environmental-friendly way: by paying equal attention to
the development of green energy and green economy (low-carbon economy, cyclic
economy, etc.), promoting the optimization and upgrading of industrial structure, enhancing
the core competence of low-carbon technologies, raising the proportion of service-oriented
economy and smart economy, and forming an ecological-friendly and sustainable pattern of
production. We are to make great efforts to develop energy conservation and environmental
protection industry and new or renewable energy like solar energy, wind energy and
biomass energy, instead of highly polluting industries with high security risks. Cleaner and
more efficient utilization of fossil energy should be encouraged which mainly involves the
application of natural gas and green energy technologies. We should also conduct
environmental tax reform, establish interest-compensating mechanism for enterprise
innovation, encourage innovations on low-carbon technologies, and reduce the cost for
clean energy to optimize for it the allocation of resources.
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1. Keynote speeches:
1) The opportunity for the development of new-type energy conversation and
environmental protection industry during the 13th five-year plan in China.
LV Wenbin, Deputy Director of Resource Conservation and Environment Protection
of National Development and Reform Commission.
2) The development tendency of photovoltaic industry in China.
WANG Sicheng, Researcher of Energy Research Institute of National Development
and Reform Commission, Vice President of Chinese Renewable Energy Industries
Association.
3)Enterprise

carbon

sequestration

transaction

under

the

process

of

Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei integration.
WANG Hao, Deputy Director and Researcher of Research Center for
Industrialization, Ministry of Industry and Information Technology.
4)The latest news and development of the industrialization of biomass energy in
China.
LIU Geng, Deputy Secretary General for Biogas Institute of Ministry of Agriculture,
Secretary General for Biogas Professional Committee of China Energy Research
Society.

2. Latest technologies and experience to be shared:
1)The application of microbial ecological energy in environmental management.
(national patent)
2) The theory and application of cold energy engine.
12:00-13:15

Lunch gathering：Nong Nong Ji Restaurant

Sub-summit: International Cooperation on New Green Technologies
Important Information Release of the Blue Book
Green Development, the Global Dream
Time: 13:30-16:00 November 9th 2014
Place: Three O’clock Conference Center of Xiedao International
Exhibition Center in Beijing, China
Moderator:

1. Keynote speeches
1) Recent development and future cooperation prospects on US-China
eco-partnership for environmental sustainability.
WU Hongliang, Deputy Director of Department of Foreign Affairs of National
Development and Reform Commission.
2) International new green low-carbon technologies and new fields of
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environmental pollution prevention and control.
MA Lingying, Deputy Director of Department of Foreign Affairs of Ministry of
Science and Technology.

2. Classics cases of international cooperation on new green low-carbon
technologies and in emerging industries
1) International Organization:
SUN Siming, Chief Representative of Asia Pacific of Clean Air Task Force.
LI Lin, Vice Representative of the Beijing Office of World Wide Fund for Nature.
2)The US:
James Rogers, Chairman of the Board and CEO of Duke Energy.
S. Julio Friedmann, Deputy Assistant of the Office of Fossil Energy of the United
States Department of Energy.
The US:
Feng Hsu, Senior Technology Officer of Lockheed Martin Global, INC.
Mark Hopkins, President of United States Space Technology Assosiation.
Paul Werbos, Energy Research Program Director National Science Foundation,US
3) India:
A.P.J Abdul Kalam, Former President of India, world famous scientist.
Geplaswam, Special Assistant of A.P.J Abdul Kalam, famous space scientist.
4)The UK:
John Edwards, Counselor of the United Kingdom Embassy in China (Energy, Climate,
Knowledge and Economy).
5)France:
ZHUANG Weikai, Energy and Architecture Engineering Counselor of France
Embassy in China.
6)China:
GE Changchun, Academician of Chinese Academy of Sciences, Professor of the
University of Science & Technology Beijing.

3. LIN Zhiqin , Secretary General of CEES, Director of Research Center
for China Energy & Environment, and Professor of the University of
International Business and Economics, will introduce The CEES Blue
Book ‘Green Development, the Global Dream ’, which covers all the
outstanding guest speakers, achievements and products in previous
CEESs.
‘Green Development, the Global Dream ’They include: classic cases, solutions,
outstanding figures, product innovations, and excellent suggestions for green development,
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including ideas of important guest speakers in all previous CEES—state leaders; directors
of national regulatory authorities of energy, environment and science and technology;
leaders of giant central government-led energy enterprises, counsellors of the State Council,
‘Two Bombs and One Satellite’ Awardees; academicians of Chinese Academy of Science
and Chinese Academy of Society; Former President of the Republic of India; directors of
international organization and United Nations Secretariat; representatives of Fortune 500
enterprises world-wide, leaders of multinational corporations, Nobel Prize winners, etc..

Field Tour 16:00-17:30
Representatives will be invited to visit the Three O’clock Agricultural Park after the closing
ceremony, which is not only healthful and attractive but also environmentally friendly.
Participants of CEES will have an opportunity to pick organic crops by themselves.

IV.Publication

of the CEES Blue Books and outstanding achievements

1. The CEES Blue Books will be released for the first time, which is designed
and edited by China Economy Press and China Economy Trade Yearbook
Publish House. The Summit will release the Blue Books Green Development, the
Global Dream and On Green Development (Haze Elimination) published by China
Economy Press，which will be a collection of outstanding achievements of the 7th
and all previous CEESs.
2. Outstanding achievements and products of this and previous Summits
will be collected and released. We will handpick some of the outstanding
achievements and products, such as classical cases, solutions, outstanding figures,
innovative products, good advices and speech transcripts concerning green
development. Their authors will be issued certificates by the Organizing Committees
of CEES and the Specialist Steering Group of ‘Bai-Qian-Wan-Wan’ Activity Plan, and
their achievements will be incorporated into the Blue Books ‘Green Development, the
Global Dream’ and ‘On Green Development (Haze Elimination)’.
V.

Attendance requirements for participants
1. Competent authorities and related international cooperation departments of

environment engineering，climate change，science and technology，forestry and
meteorological statistics;
2.

International cooperation departments of relevant ministries in China,

economic counselors of the Chinese Embassy in other countries, and energy and
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climate change counsellors of the foreign embassies in China;
3. Pilot demonstration units of green development, energy efficiency,
environmental protection, air pollution control and climate change including
independent enterprises or public institutions which report figures on greenhouse gas
emissions; low carbon pilot provinces, cities, industrial parks and communities; and
carbon emissions trading pilots and clean development mechanism projects.
4. The local government representatives of green development;
5. Pilot demonstration units and enterprises of new technologies and industries;
6. Enterprise, industries, universities and scientific research institutions
associated with the summit topic;
7. International organizations, foreign organizations and multinational companies
associated with the summit topic.
Some delegates should submit to the summit solutions or classic cases of green
development, as well as research achievements, innovation technologies and product
introductions.
VI. Personnel

agent services for technologies of green, low-carbon and
energy-conservative products
1. Demonstration of green, low-carbon and energy-conservative products
There will be many exhibition stands where participants will be introduced to

green and low-carbon products. By watching and operating the products, clients will
be able to get further understanding of their appearances, operation methods,
functions and benefits for prospective clients, which will lead to win-win
cooperation. Then we can soon achieve the aims of eliminating PM2.5, purifying the
air and beautifying the environment.
Green, low-carbon and energy-conservative technologies (products):
demonstrations of new green, low-carbon and energy-conservative technologies,
new fields of environmental protection, hybrid electric vehicles (Lexus China), cold
energy engine, air cleaning humidifier, green low-carbon vegetable oil, etc..
2. Personnel agency service by green low-carbon product specialist
Our participating partners and key objects will be provided with nationwide
talent and personnel agent services supported by the National Center of Human
Resources Mobility, Ministry of Human Resource and Social Security.
VII.

Important information
1. Time and requirements for the submission of manuscripts for the Blue
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Book Green Development, the Global Dream:
Deadline is due October 21st, 2014 (essays, articles, classic cases, suggestions,
etc.)
Abstract: Must be written in both Chinese and English, no more than 600 words
or Chinese characters.
Full text: no more than 5000 words or Chinese characters.
2. Accommodation and trip
Accommodation is arranged in either the Green Shade Limo, or suites in the
conference building in Xiedao International Exhibition Center (guests are free to
choose). The Conference Affair Committee is to make reservations in advance for all
participants, who are expected to cover their own expenses. Lunch and tea break will
be arranged.
3. Places of registration
The day before the conference: Green Shade Limo in Xiedao International
Exhibition Center, Beijing

During the Summit: Three o’clock Conference Center in Xiedao International
Exhibition Center, Beijing
4.

Public account
Consulting (Beijing) Center of CEES

5. Secretariat contact
Contact Person:

Ms. YANG,

Ms. LI,

Ms.ZHENG, Ms. LIU etc.

Telephone: 010-56285136, 64492361 (fax)
E-mail:ceesint@163.com; ceeschina@aliyun.com;13691301593@139.com
Address: 10th floor, Yifu Keyan Building, University of International
Business and Economics, No.10 E Huixin Street, Chaoyang District,
Beijing;
No.56 Andingmenwai Street, Dongcheng District, Beijing (SASAC
Andingmen office area)
6.Official Websites: www.ceesint.org www.ceeschina.org
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